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Geography and English

► Often very limited time for geography

► Can be least favourite subject for many teachers

► By linking quality texts it raises the profile of geography and brings it 
to the forefront of the curriculum

► Enables children to make links and understand complex subjects or 
issues in geography

► Can introduce relevant topics in a fun/interesting way



When the Giant Stirred by Celia Godkin

► Legend of a Volcanic Island

► Tells the story of the inhabitants of an 
island in the South Pacific deal with ‘the 
giant’

► Beautiful illustrations that can be used to 
stimulate setting descriptions

► Simple and easy to follow

► Good for recounts and newspaper reports

► Children soon realise it is a volcano and 
can’t wait for it to erupt



Teaching ideas

► Read the book in sections – asked children what they thought would happen next

► Looked on a world map to see where the island was located

► Links with learning of tectonic plates and the ring of fire

► Before the volcano erupted the birds flew away

► After effects – tsunami

► Inhabitants displaced – effects on people

► Island is left uninhabited for many years

► Eventually life returns to the island – regeneration

► Able to refer to the story when learning about volcanoes in geography





One Plastic Bag by Miranda Paul

► The story of Isatou Ceesay and how she made a difference

► Plastic bags are great – cheap and easy to use

► In the book, they soon become a problem when goats swallow them

► Isatou has a plan and uses the plastic bags to transform her community

► Simple language

► Lots of repetition

► Set in The Gambia

► Shows how resilience and perseverance can really pay off

► True story



Teaching ideas
► Pros and cons of plastic combined with 

writing paragraphs

► Letter writing – to Isatou saying how the 
story made them feel

► Revision of 3R’s - reduce, reuse, recycle and 
introduction to 5R’s – rethink and refuse

► Differences between UK and rural West 
Africa

► Great to show how one person can make a 
difference

► DT project making something useful out of 
recyclable materials





Katie in London by 
James Mayhew

► Katie’s grandma takes her and her brother 
Jack into London and promptly falls asleep

► The lion in Trafalgar Square comes to life 
and takes Katie and Jack on their backs all 
around London

► Beautiful illustrations with lots of details

► Describing characters/feelings

► Vocabulary – bustled, gazed, chugged

► Introduce similes



Teaching ideas

► Map Katie, Jack and the lion’s route around 
London

► Different functions of London – port, 
tourism, home to the Queen, Parliament, 
retail

► Link to local area – Caroline in East Finchley

► Drawing maps

► Compass directions



Caroline in East 
Finchley



Other books

► The Promise by Nicola Davies
► Tells the story of how the narrator makes a promise to an old 

lady whose bag she steals

► Window and Belonging by Jeannie Baker 
► Both books look at changing cities.  Window follows a house as 

the land around it turns into a city.  Belonging follows a house 
as the city around it becomes greener. 

► Use as stimulus for thinking about improvements to school or 
local area or problems with urban development


